
 

 

 

 
HOME LEARNING 

Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde By Robert Louis Stevenson 

 
Subject: ENGLISH YEAR 11 – MRS NORTH 
Time: 50 minutes 
Learning Objective: I can listen/read, understand and analyse the text. 
 

Task 1: CHAPTER 8: THE LAST NIGHT 
Can you listen and read the second half of chapter 8 using the link below? Start at 11:50. 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/school-radio/english-jekyll-and-hyde-the-last-night/z6hw47h 
 
Task 2: CLOZE ACTIVITY  
Can you fill in the blanks to test your knowledge on what happens in chapter 8? 
One evening Utterson is visited by Poole who tells Utterson that he thinks there has been some 
‘______________’ regarding Dr Jekyll. Utterson goes with Poole to Jekyll’s house and finds all the 
servants cowering in the __________________. Poole and Utterson go quietly through the laboratory 
to the ‘cabinet’ or small room, where they knock. A ____________ voice says that he cannot see 
anyone. Poole then tells him that he thinks Jekyll was “_____________________” eight days before, 
and that the strange voice has spent much time demanding drugs, the orders for which are written on 
pieces of paper and pushed under the door. Utterson reads one of these notes, and thinks that Jekyll is 
______________. Poole then tells him that he has caught a glimpse of the ‘thing’ and saw it was much 
_______________ than Jekyll.  
Utterson decides to break down the door and send two servants around the back to stop Hyde 
escaping. Utterson says to the creature in the laboratory that he will break down the door if Jekyll 
doesn’t open it, to which a strange voice says “_______________________!”  
When they break down the door, they find Hyde is ___________________ in Jekyll’s large clothes and 
has just _____________________ himself by drinking poison. They find no sign of 
_____________________. On the business table, they find a will the same as the one that Jekyll wrote 
for Hyde except that _______________ name has replaced Hyde’s, and they find a note that asks 
Utterson to read __________________ account and another letter, which is the 
“__________________” of Henry Jekyll.  

dressed Killed Lanyon’s have mercy  Jekyll ill hallway  

foul play Utterson’s smaller made away 
with 

confession strange  

 
Task 3:COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS  

1. What do the two men find when they break down the door? 
2. What is inside the package addressed to Utterson? 
3. Where does Utterson go to read the documents and why? 
4. What is the theme and idea in chapter 8? 
5. What does Utterson think has happened to Poole? 
6. What does Stevenson use in the beginning of the chapter and what does it show? 
7. What is the key moment in this chapter? 
8. What odd things were found in Jekyll's room? 

 
 
 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/school-radio/english-jekyll-and-hyde-the-last-night/z6hw47h


Save your work: 
If you are using a computer, open a blank document to do your work (you can use Word or Publisher). Don’t forget to SAVE 
it with your name, the lesson you are doing and the date. 
For example: T.Smith Maths 8 April 
If you would like us to see or mark your work please email it or send a photo of your completed work to: 
anorth@glebe.bromley.sch.uk  Thank you 
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